Disclaimer

This presentation is only a summary of some of Adapt IT’s products, features and latest developments.

Adapt IT only intends for the information to give you an overview, and not a complete and comprehensive statement that necessarily suits your purposes.

Adapt IT reserves the right to change any information contained in this presentation and is not responsible for any loss that results from inaccuracies in the information.

You may not distribute or reproduce the information without Adapt IT’s written permission.
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Our Methodology
In-depth Research is the Key

- Client engagements, Competitor analysis, UI/UX best practice, Technology trends, Usage analysis
- Demo designs to clients and get their buy-in
- Design based on research – Usability & Aesthetics
- Use the best technology to make the design concepts & functionality, a working product
Customer Engagements

You were part of the design.

University TVETs Private Colleges

Customer Breakdown

We listened to the different ways of doing things.

Who did we speak to?

We wanted everyone’s feedback

Students Admissions Staff Faculty Officers Lecturers Registrars ICT Staff Management

Number of people we have spoken to

That is a lot of feedback!

17

40
Comments & Feedback

- Over 140

- Frontend-customisation
- Visibility - of - applications
  - Security
- Easier-information-capture
- APIs
- Mobile
- Social-login: Yes

- Social-login: No
- Easier-update-&-access
- Wizard-functionality
- Better-UX/UI
- Better-comms-engine
- Self-paying-app
- Right-Track

- Security
- Verification-of-documents
- Wizard-functionality
- Better-UX/UX
- APIs
- Easier-information-capture
- Right-Track
- Simpler-document-uploading
- Visibility-of-applications
INT 5.0 Roadmap
What have we done so far?

- Wizard & iEnabler Academic Applications → Applications 5.0
- Manually tracking applications → Applications Dashboard 5.0
- Applications Selections → Applications Selections 5.0
INT 5.0 Agile Roadmap (Medium Term)

Mar 2022
- Student Applications 5.0
- Applications Management Dashboard
- Applications Selection & Admissions
- OCR for document uploads
- Admissions Point Score (APS) engine

Jun 2022
- Student Registrations
- Student portal landing page
- Student Dashboard
- RSA ID validation

Sep 2022
- Residence Applications
- Residence Registrations
- Student iEnabler Queries
- Comms engine for INT5.0

Dec 2022
- Student iEnabler other functionality
- eligibility
- Vehicle Booking and Tracking App

2023
- Lecturer Marks Capture
- Clinic App
- Start on the rest of Personnel iEnabler
- Machine Learning for APS & applications
INT 5.0 Agile Roadmap (Long Term)

**ITS 5.0**
- Student Applications
- Management BI Dashboard
- Lecturer iEnabler 2.0
- Applications Selection
- Automated Admissions
- OCR Document Management
- Admission Point Score Engine
- Process Automation Student Registration
- Student iEnabler 2.0
- Student Dashboard
- RSA ID Auto-Validation
- Communication 2.0
- Online Procturing

**ITS 5.1**
- Residence 2.0
- Vehicle Management 2.0
- Clinic 2.0
- Management BI Enhanced
- Cloud Capability
- Enhanced Security
- Process Automation 2.0
- Augmented Reality
- Virtual Reality
- Time Tabling
- Teaching Workloads
- Cooperative Education

**ITS 5.2**
- Machine Learning
- Robot Assistants
- Augmented Reality
- Virtual Reality
INT 5.0 Agile Roadmap (Long Term)

- Academic Structure
- Student Biographical and Personal Information code structures
- Student Codes
- Academic Registration code structures
- Study Records - Marks and Results
- Examination Timetable
- Finance Codes, Core Finance Options and Student Debtors
- Personnel System (To add Lecturers)
- User Definition / Access and General Options
- Statutory Reporting
THANK YOU
Achieve more with Adapt IT
Crib Notes

• **Why Applications?** – We needed to start somewhere and we chose applications as it the 1st touchpoint that the student has with ITS Integrator

• **What about CAS?** – Clients will use Student Applications 5.0 until CAS comes online, once CAS is fully implemented, Student Applications 5.0 will be your failsafe if the CAS system goes down.

• **Will Applications Admin work with 3rd party application systems?** – Yes. With the API layer that Adapt IT has built for Integrator 5.0, clients can integrate the data from a 3rd party applications system like CAS.

• **How is ITS Integrator 5.0 different from 4.1?** – INT5.0 developments are built to be as modular as possible. This modular design is designed for on-prem but is cloud ready. We leverage off APIs to integrate into other systems, both ITS 4.1 as well as other 3rd party systems. The front ends are developed in Angular which allows us more flexibility in the design and look. We have streamlined the code to make processes a lot more efficient.